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Difficulty does not come alone,
When we face one difficulty,
Then other struggle comes.
Life is like a battle,
There is not only brave man who fight with troubles,
But coward persons also fight with struggles in their life.
Some persons tremble,
When they face struggles,
And others not only face problems,
But they use their whole power to defeat them.
Sadness, calamity and difficulties are our enemies,
We must fight with these enemies,
So why can’t we challenge them?
Why can’t we defeat them like a brave warrior?
The persons who fight with difficulties
With their last attempt.
They certainly get victory upon them,
So, we should not fear these struggle,
We must fight difficulties of life,
In this world, people remember those
Who have firm determination for their goals.
And who lives their life for the service of world,
Certainly, they always live in the heart of people,
They give inspiration not only present generation,
But also for new generation.
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